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ABSTRACT
We detail an empirical animation study to assess how display design and user spatial ability and training might inﬂuence
visuospatial decision-making with animated displays showing aircraft movements. We present empirical results of a
visuospatial detection task with moving objects, based on response accuracy and response time, including a descriptive
eye-movement analysis. We found signiﬁcant differences in a visuospatial detection task of moving objects across
animation design types and domain expertise levels based on viewers’ visuospatial skill differences. With this empirical
approach, we hope to better understand how users explore and extract information from animated displays. Based
on these results, we aim to further develop empirically validated animation display design guidelines to increase their
efﬁciency and effectiveness for decision-making with and about moving objects.
Keywords: Animation, animation design, empirical cartography, expertise, training, spatial ability, eye tracker, air trafﬁc control display

RÉSUMÉ
Nous présentons en détail une expérimentation évaluant des tâches utilisateurs dans un contexte de visualisation dynamique représentant des mouvements d’avions sur une interface de contrôle aérien. Nous cherchons à évaluer l’inﬂuence
des principes d’afﬁchage et du niveau d’expertise sur les aptitudes spatiales des participants à prendre des décisions.
L’évaluation est basée sur l’exactitude des réponses données, le temps de réponse, et analyse descriptive des mouvements
oculaires (eye tracking). Nous constatons des différences signiﬁcatives dans la détection visuelle et spatiale d’objets en
mouvement, selon le type d’animation et le niveau d’expertise des utilisateurs. À l’aide de cette expérimentation, nous
espérons mieux comprendre comment les utilisateurs examinent, interprètent et extraient des connaissances à partir
d’afﬁchages dynamiques. À partir de ces résultats, nous souhaitons dégager des principes directeurs qui nous permettrons
d’améliorer la conception d’animation, nous cherchons ainsi à accroı̂tre l’efﬁcacité dans les prises de décisions des
utilisateurs considérant la visualisation d’objets en mouvement.
Mots clés : Animation, animation cartographique, expérimentation empirique, expertise utilisateur, capacité visio-spatiale, oculométrie,
contrôle aérien

Introduction
For the past 10 years, there has been a constant increase in
the availability of movement data at high spatiotemporal
resolution (Holyoak and others 2008). This trend is
supporting research on new visual analytics methods to
visualize and extract space-time information from these
data (Andrienko and Andrienko 2008). Animated visualizations are to be considered as a tool facilitating the exploration of complex spatiotemporal phenomena, as demon-
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strated by the broad attention gained in the GIScience
community (Andrienko and others 2010). Besides visuoanalytical capabilities, animated displays are also commonly used in the field of real-time surveillance. This is
the case of air traffic control, where animated displays are
employed in time-critical decision support with real-time
movement data.
As Andrienko and others (2010) underline, a successful
visual analytics tool needs to enable an efficient synergy
with the perceptual and cognitive capabilities of the user.
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Intuitively, animations appear to be suitable to visualize
and recognize spatiotemporal patterns (Moellering 1976).
Real-world movement changes are depicted with changes
over time being presented on the screen in a consistent
way. This is in line with the ‘‘Congruence Principle,’’
which emphasizes that effective graphics should be designed congruently and coherently according to users’
mental principles (Tversky, Morrison, and Betrancourt
2002).
However, visual analytics research on dynamic visualization of movement data usually focus on the computational and technical aspect of extracting meaningful information from very large data sets (Klein, Van der Zwan,
and Telea 2014). Very little attention has been paid to
the understanding of the interaction between user characteristics and design of dynamic displays for decision support. The understanding of user reasoning and relevant
information recognition currently faces a lack of empirical
studies and sound cartographic design guidelines (Fabrikant
and Lobben 2009; Shipley, Fabrikant, and Lautenschütz
2013). Making inferences based on animations of complex
spatiotemporal information can be challenging because
information is often too complex and presented too
quickly to be processed simultaneously (Tversky, Morrison,
and Betrancourt 2002). Hence, it imposes high perceptualcognitive demands on working memory (Lowe 1999) and
this might hinder a user’s attention on the detection and
recognition of relevant movement patterns and movement
behaviour for the task at hand.
Efficiency and effectiveness of visuospatial information
processing with animated displays might be influenced by
different factors, such as by external visual stimuli (e.g.,
display type, and the perceptual salience/thematic relevance
of visual cues) and by viewer characteristics (e.g., expertise
and spatial skills). Of particular interest is the question of
how users with different skills identify and make decisions
with animated displays showing anomalous or unexpected
(real-time) movement patterns. Previous studies demonstrate that display design, as well as user background and
training, can have a significant effect on task performance
with graphical displays (Bartram, Ware, and Calvert 2001;
Fabrikant and Goldsberry 2005; Kriz and Hegarty 2007).
Moreover, users’ spatial skills can considerably influence
how information depicted on graphic displays is processed
and acted upon (Wai, Lubinski, and Benbow 2009; Wright
and others 2008).
To gain deeper insights on how humans perceive and
process spatiotemporal phenomena on dynamic graphic
displays, and on how cartographers should design animations according to perceptual and cognitive principles, we
propose a long-term research framework to empirically
assess and create general cartographic guidelines for perceptually salient, engaging, and cognitively inspired animations of movement data. Our research program is based

on a holistic approach that couples eye movement data
with electrodermal activity, electroencephalography, and
traditional questionnaires (Maggi and Fabrikant 2014b).
Based on prior work, we present in this paper additional
results of a human-subject experiment in the context of
air traffic control (Maggi and Fabrikant 2014a). In particular, we aim to investigate how animation design (i.e.,
dynamic visual variables of the display), characteristics of
the depicted objects (i.e., dynamics and complexity of the
studied phenomenon), and user-related factors (i.e., individual differences and group characteristics of the users)
might influence visuospatial information recognition with
animations. We illustrate the statistical results of participants’ behavioural analyses with animated displays (i.e.,
participants’ response accuracy, response time, and eye
movement measures) across expertise, participants’ spatial
skills, and animation design types. In the next section, we
briefly review the state of the art concerning cartographic
principles of animations, as well as cognitive and perceptual aspects of human visual attention.

Related Work
Since the 1930s, dynamic spatiotemporal phenomena and
movement patterns have been increasingly visualized on
dynamic cartographic displays, such as cartographic movies,
including interactive 2D and 3D animations (Fabrikant
2005). The development of effective and efficient visual
analytics methods of spatiotemporal phenomena has gained
an increasing interest in GIScience in the past few years
(Andrienko and Andrienko 2008; Andrienko and others
2010). However, the ways in which display design, displayed data, and users’ characteristics might affect human
perceptual and cognitive processes when viewing complex
visuospatial animated displays is currently not well understood. It is not clear how people conceptualize movement
change events and processes with animations or which
animation design might be most appropriate for efficient
and effective perception and interpretation of spatiotemporal phenomena (Battersby and Goldsberry 2010).
Few human-subject studies with map animations have
been conducted to date (Fabrikant and Goldsberry 2005;
Harrower 2003).
Human reasoning with graphic displays is influenced by
external representations and by internal processes (Hegarty,
Kriz, and Cate 2003). Mental visualization capabilities, such
as learning and reasoning about complex spatiotemporal
phenomena, can be influenced by people’s individual and
group skills, and enhanced by adequate map design types
(Fabrikant and Goldsberry 2005). In addition, mental visuospatial processes can be improved through training and
practice (Wright and others 2008).
The proposed research study is based on cognitive and
perceptual theories embedded in the field of cartography
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and vision science. For our study, three aspects of cartographic design and users’ characteristics seem to be particularly relevant and challenging in developing effective
and efficient animations:
f The cartographic principles of the animation design
(i.e., the depiction of event dynamics and the visual
variables of the display).
f

The perceptual and cognitive aspects of the visual
attention modulation with dynamic displays (i.e., the
perceptual salience versus the thematic relevance of
the visual cues, as well as the data and task complexity).

f

The users’ characteristics, such as people’s expertise
and spatial skills.

cartographic principles of animation design
To design dynamic displays of spatiotemporal events and
phenomena adequately, a set of cartographic design guidelines, including dynamic visual variables, has been developed (DiBiase and others 1992; MacEachren 1995).
Spatiotemporal information is depicted according to display moment, scene duration, scene frequency, frame
order, rate of change between scenes, and synchronization
of spatiotemporal phenomena. Scene frequency corresponds to the frame rate per second, and rate of change
describes the amount of change between subsequent
scenes. For example, a feature’s position depicted on
animated displays might be refreshed abruptly every four
seconds or smoothly with a continuous animation. Fabrikant and Goldsberry (2005) suggest that smooth transitions between scenes might be effective for identifying
changes between scenes, because they might reduce the
change-blindness effect. However, smooth transitions might
be also disadvantageous for users when they have to identify
slight but relevant information changes embedded in a
‘‘noisy’’ background.

perceptual and cognitive aspects of dynamic displays
Research on visual processing and on cartographic representations (Fabrikant and Goldsberry 2005) highlights
that human visual attention is driven by bottom-up and
top-down mechanisms. Visual cues in the visualization
grab a viewer’s attention from the bottom up. Considering perception principles of Gestalt theory (Koffka 1935),
including relative motion patterns and the common fate
principle, humans process visual scenes composed of
different moving objects by grouping similar movement
characteristics (e.g., objects with similar speed). Conversely,
anomalous or dissimilar movement patterns depicted on a
scene stand out and become perceptually more salient in a
homogeneous background of similar movements (e.g., an
object moving faster or at a different direction in a scene).
Top-down processing of movement pattern recognition is
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driven by a viewer’s cognitive mechanisms (e.g., a user’s
existing knowledge, expectations, and cognitive workload
capacity). To study bottom-up and top-down visuospatial
processing in an integrative fashion, the ‘‘NoticingSalience, Expectancy, Effort, and Value’’ (NSEEV) attention
behaviour model has been developed based on studies
on attentional processes with supervisory visualizations
(Steelman, McCarley, and Wickens 2011). This method
aims to predict the distribution of visual search and selective attention by considering the interaction between users’
bottom-up (i.e., visual salience of events and effort) and
top-down (i.e., expectancy of an event occurrence and
value/importance of a task/event) processes in a dynamic
environment. The NSEEV model highlights the importance of dynamic salience (i.e., motion and animation) in
capturing visual attention. Imbert and others (2014) used
this approach in the domain of air traffic control to assess
the properties of several notification designs in dynamic
radar visualizations.
The complexity of the animated display (e.g., the number
of objects to be processed at the same time) and the
viewers’ expertise are relevant factors influencing viewers’
bottom-up and top-down attentional processes. Boucheix
and Lowe (2010) emphasize that unexperienced users
(without any training with a specific visualization type
or task) process animation displays based on perceptual
salience, rather than on thematic relevance, as the visuospatial and temporal complexity of the animation increases.
Humans use this approach as a strategy to minimize the
increased processing demands. However, it is not currently clear how user expertise and training influence the
perceptibility and recognition of task-relevant information
in animations (Fabrikant 2005). In the domain of air
traffic control, well-trained controllers may have to simultaneously process more than 20 aircraft, depending on
the assigned air traffic space. However, in previous studies
with continuous animations, users were able to process
only a maximum of four moving objects at the same
time (Ware 2013). Cavanagh and Alvarez (2005) argue
that tracking more than four objects simultaneously is
possible by multiple-object tracking (e.g., by grouping
them according to their similar speed or direction). In
addition, air traffic controllers can handle a larger amount
of aircraft simultaneously by giving priority to the most
relevant tasks (Niessen, Eyferth, and Bierwagen 1999).

user characteristics
Regarding graphic displays, previous studies support the
idea that not only map design, but also spatial skills and
expertise might have an important effect on information
processing with and information extraction from animations. For this reason, users’ prior knowledge and expertise
should be considered as well in designing animated displays
(Kriz and Hegarty 2007).
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Spatial thinking and spatial skills have long been an important topic within psychology and cognitive science.
They should have a similarly important role in information processing with animated displays, because the
ways in which people process map information may differ
according to their spatial abilities. Wai, Lubinski, and
Benbow (2009) suggest that spatial ability might be a relevant factor in predicting future achievement in science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) domains.
However, human spatial intelligence is not a biologically
determined cognitive characteristic; it might be developed
and improved by adequate training and practice (Wright
and others 2008).

two animation design types (i.e., semi-static vs. continuous
animations)? Do these differences depend on the saliency
of the depicted objects, as well as on movement dynamics
and data complexity? Do these differences depend on user
characteristics (i.e., individual and group differences)?
Our study uses a mixed-factorial design to answer these
questions. We investigated how the independent variables
animation design (i.e., semi-static vs. continuous animations), characteristics of the depicted objects (i.e., amount
and relative speeds of the depicted objects), and participants’ characteristics (i.e., ATC expertise and spatial ability)
might influence the effectiveness and efficacy (i.e., response
accuracy and response time) of dynamic information processing and aircraft movement detection.

Methods
participants
use case and experimental design
To test how map design-, data-, and user-related factors
might influence the apprehension span for task-relevant
features of animations, we conducted a human subject
study in the domain of air traffic control (ATC). Air traffic
control displays are a well-suited use case for our experiment, because animations are a standard display type to
monitor aircraft movements. The main goal of air traffic
controllers is to monitor the air traffic space to ensure
that aircraft maintain a minimal safety distance from
each other, that the traffic flow is optimized to reduce
delay and aircraft fly distance, and that anomalous or
unexpected aircraft movement patterns are promptly detected. Air traffic controllers are exposed to stress situations
on a daily basis, which presupposes significant cognitive
workload and continuous processing of visuospatial information. This profession requires superior spatial skills. In
fact, to enter the ATC training school, candidates have to
pass specific spatial ability tests (e.g., tests on mental rotation and visuo-perceptual speed abilities).
Due to technical development over time, and thus historical reasons, standard air traffic control displays typically
show aircraft movements using semi-static animations, in
which aircraft positions are updated every four seconds
(Hurter and Conversy 2008). It is possible to visualize
continuous aircraft movements from GPS data (e.g.,
Flightradar242), but these data are not currently used at
the operational level. Lee and Klippel (2005) suggest that
aircraft movement changes visualized with continuous
animated displays seem to be advantageous for controllers
because task-relevant information is refreshed frequently
compared to semi-static displays, and it might help them
to create a better mental picture of the air traffic dynamics.
Based on Tversky and others (2002)’s Congruence Principle, we would like to better understand how people
detect movement changes within animations to respond
to the following research questions: Are there differences
in response efficiency and effectiveness between these

In all, 37 participants took part in the experiment according to a between-subject design: 18 air traffic controllers
at the Ecole Nationale de l’Aviation Civile (ENAC) in
Toulouse (i.e., ATC experts) and 19 psychology students
at Temple University in Philadelphia (i.e., ATC novices).
The ATC experts are all well-trained air traffic controllers
with more than 10 years of experience in the context of
ATC. They are on average 38 years old; 16 ATC experts
are men and two are women. ATC novices are students
who have no specialist knowledge or training about ATC
and are on average 22 years old. ATC novices are distributed equally in gender.

materials
We developed 16 ATC test stimuli according to the current
French radar display system for air traffic control. The
animations were created using Processing,3 a Java-based
software program. Aircraft dynamics is based on real aircraft movement parameters (i.e., aircraft size, speed, and
acceleration). Aircraft positions are represented by means
of the Operational Display System (ODS) comet design
(Figure 1). The ODS comet shows current and past
aircraft positions with five squares of different size. The
biggest square corresponds to the current aircraft position. Past positions are displayed with trailing squares of
gradually smaller sizes. In addition, a speed vector is
depicted as a line from the aircraft’s current position to
the predicted future position in a three-minute interval.
Text labels located in proximity of the aircraft provide
additional information to the air traffic controller (e.g.,
an aircraft’s current speed and height, and aircraft type).
As mentioned earlier, we investigated two independent
variables in our empirical study, including animation
design and characteristics of the depicted objects. With respect to the independent variable animation design, we
manipulated the dynamic variable scene frequency of the
shown animated stimuli. According to a between-subject
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Figure 1. An aircraft represented on the French ATC radar
display (ODS).
design, we developed 16 semi-static animations, in which
aircraft positions refresh abruptly at four-second intervals
(i.e., one frame each four seconds), and 16 continuous
animations, in which aircraft positions refresh smoothly
and continuously (i.e., 60 frames per second).
Regarding the independent variable characteristics of the
depicted objects, we manipulated two factors: the number
of visualized aircraft and their relative speeds. Eight of
the 16 test stimuli show four aircraft, and eight displays
include eight aircraft, respectively (Figure 2). We encoded
four typical take-off speeds (160 kts [knots, or nautical
miles per hour], 200 kts, 250 kts, and 290 kts) in the animation. In four animations all aircraft move at the same
speed (control displays), and in 12 displays aircraft move
at different speeds. For all displays, all aircraft move at
a constant speed throughout animation, except for one,
which suddenly starts to accelerate. In displays where
aircraft move at different speeds, the accelerating aircraft
is never the fastest aircraft. We did this to investigate potential detection differences between thematically relevant
information and perceptually more salient information.
The accelerating aircraft changes its speed based on most
common aircraft movements (e.g., A320), including an
acceleration of 0.4 kts/s. With semi-static animations, aircraft speeds and accelerations emerge from the screen by
inferring changes between current and past positions of
aircraft, as shown in Figure 3. Differences in speed and
acceleration between aircraft can be inferred visually from
the total length of the ODS radar comet and the spaces
between its current and past positions (Figure 3). A fastermoving aircraft has greater spacing between the five position squares (see relationships of d1 and d2 in Figure 3),
and thus a longer overall length (i.e., D in Figure 3) than a
slowly moving aircraft. Similarly, an accelerating aircraft
can be recognized by its constantly increasing spacing
between the five position square (i.e., d1 increases more
quickly than d2 in Figure 3) and consequently the constant increase in the total length of the comet (i.e., D in

6

Figure 2. Static representation of two stimuli with four
(A) and eight (B) aircraft moving from left to right on the
screen at different speeds.
Figure 3; Hurter and Conversy 2008). With continuous
animations, aircraft speeds and accelerations are perceived
directly from the objects’ motion across the display, while
also being redundantly encoded graphically with aircraft
position spacing and overall comet length. Acceleration is
encoded as a constantly increasing velocity in the animation. Velocity changes are interpolated from the starting
position and the ending position within the animation.
To evaluate only the effect of the mentioned independent
variables, we kept all other potentially confounding variables constant (i.e., all aircraft move in the same direction),
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Figure 3. Speed and acceleration of an aircraft as
depicted on the French ATC radar display (ODS) (Hurter,
Conversy and Kapp 2008).
and they are depicted with the same colour hue and colour
value (i.e., white aircraft moving on a homogeneous dark
grey background). We also omitted text labels and speed
vectors in order not to distract participants’ attention from
the motion behaviour of the comet-shaped aircraft.

to detect the accelerating aircraft and click on it as soon as
possible. Animations were presented to them digitally and
in random order on a colour monitor at 1920  1200
spatial (pixel) resolution. Once participants identified the
task-relevant aircraft, and confirmed their choice, the
animation stopped. Following that, a set of five questions
was presented to the participants to collect their response
confidence, after which the next animation started. On
average, participants took about 16 minutes to process
the animated stimuli. Before and after being shown the
animated displays, each participant filled in a Short Stress
State Questionnaire (Helton 2004). Finally, participants
were asked to fill in a post-test questionnaire to collect
background information and judgements about the difficulty in solving the task. The obtained outcomes of users’
effectiveness (task response accuracy) and efficiency (task
response time), as well as users’ spatial abilities differences
and eye movement metrics across expertise and animation
design, are elucidated in the next section.

Results

data collection and test set-up
As dependent variables, we recorded participants’ response
accuracy—that is, whether the task-relevant object was
correctly identified or not—and task completion time. In
essence, we recorded how much time participants took to
identify the accelerating aircraft. We also measured participants’ visual spatial skills using the Hidden Patterns Test,
which measures humans’ visuo-perceptual speed (Ekstrom
and others 1976). This test is particularly suitable for
assessing the speed and accuracy of visual search and
scanning processes in a scene with specific objects hidden
by other patterns. We recorded electrodermal activity with
a skin conductance sensor4 and participants’ brain activity
with a mobile electroencephalogram.5 We also collected
participants’ eye movement data with a Tobii TX300 eye
tracker.6 Eye tracking metrics might help us to assess
individual and group differences on users’ cognitive and
perceptual processes. The statistical results of participants’
brain activity and their skin conductance responses are
not discussed in this paper due to space limitations, but
they will be presented in a follow-up publication.

procedure
First, participants were asked to perform a Hidden Patterns
Test to measure their spatial abilities. They were required
to identify a specific figure that is hidden among other
elements within six minutes. In all, they had to process
200 different patterns and mark whether a figure was
visible or not. Next, after a brief training phase, according
to the mentioned between-subject set-up, participants
were asked to watch either 16 semi-static or 16 continuous
animations depicting aircraft in motion. They were asked

A subset of our results relating to participants’ response
accuracy, response time, and spatial abilities, including
eye fixations across animation design types (i.e., semistatic vs. continuous animations) and ATC expertise levels
(i.e., ATC experts and ATC novices), are described in this
section.

task response accuracy
As presented previously in Maggi and Fabrikant (2014a),
we found that the mean response accuracy of ATC experts
is close to 80% (M ¼ 81.44%, SD ¼ 15.51). This did not
differ significantly across animation design conditions.
Conversely, ATC novices performed the task less accurately
than ATC experts for both animation types. However, this
difference is significant only for the continuous displays
(F(1,17) ¼ 22.19, p < 0.000), in which ATC novices performed the task with only 27.78% (SD ¼ 29.55) of correct
responses. The response accuracy of ATC novices with
continuous animations differs significantly from the accuracy of ATC novices with semi-static animations (F(1,17) ¼
6.38, p < 0.022), where 63.13% (SD ¼ 31.35) of them
correctly identified the task-relevant object (i.e., the accelerating aircraft).
We further analyzed whether relative speed differences
between aircraft might have an influence on participants’
response accuracy across ATC expertise and animation
design. We compared the response accuracy of the four
stimuli depicting aircraft moving at the same speed (control displays), with the response accuracy of the 12 stimuli
depicting aircraft moving at different speeds. As expected,
participants perform the task significantly more accurately
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Figure 4. Response accuracy for ATC experts and ATC
novices in the semi-static animation condition (same vs.
different speeds, error bars show standard error).

Figure 5. Response accuracy for ATC experts and ATC
novices in the continuous animation condition (same vs.
different speeds, error bars show standard error).

with the stimuli displaying aircraft at the same speed
(Mdn ¼ 100%) compared to those depicting aircraft moving at different speeds (Mdn ¼ 67%; Z ¼ 4.79, p ¼
0.000). However, this difference is not significant between
the two ATC expertise groups in the semi-static animation
condition, as shown in Figure 4. In contrast, participants’
accuracy is significantly different between ATC experts and
ATC novices in the continuous animation condition. As
can be seen in Figure 5, ATC experts performed the task
more accurately than ATC novices with the control display
(Z ¼ 2.65, p ¼ 0.008), as well as with the displays depicting aircraft at different speeds (Z ¼ 2.97, p ¼ 0.003).
Moreover, in the continuous animation condition with
aircraft moving at different speeds, the average response
accuracy of ATC novices was 18.44% (SD ¼ 30.46, Mdn ¼
8%), and this is barely above chance (i.e., 18.75%). This
significantly differs from their response accuracy with semistatic animations (Mdn ¼ 75%, Z ¼ 2.27, p < 0.023).
However, we did not find any significant difference of
ATC novices’ response accuracy with the control displays
across the two animation design conditions.

significant difference among ATC experts between the
two animation design types (F(1,16) ¼ 9.65, p < 0.007).
ATC experts performed the task faster with the semi-static
animations (M ¼ 46.50s, SD ¼ 9.73) than with the continuous animations (M ¼ 61.00s, SD ¼ 9.93). This is
in contrast to ATC novices, who performed the task with
almost no difference in efficiency between the semi-static
animations (M ¼ 46.27s, SD ¼ 16.69) and the continuous
animations (M ¼ 49.22s, SD ¼ 20.51).

We found that 66.92% (SD ¼ 22.23) of the ATC novices
and 21.67% (SD ¼ 15.86) of the ATC experts in the continuous condition (F(1,22) ¼ 32.95, p < 0.000) typically
selected the perceptually more salient object (i.e., the
fastest-moving object) rather than the task-relevant moving object (i.e., the accelerating aircraft). We further investigated this task performance difference across ATC
expertise groups for the continuous animation condition
by means of eye movement analysis and discuss this in
the ‘‘Eye Movement Measures’’ section.

spatial abilities
We found a significant difference in spatial abilities across
ATC experts and ATC novices (F(1,35) ¼ 14.61, p < .001)
according to the Hidden Pattern Test scores. ATC experts
identified 66.94% (SD ¼ 11.48) of the test figures correctly, while ATC novices had a response accuracy of
48.05% (SD ¼ 17.74).
However, there is no correlation with spatial ability and
the type of animation design. Furthermore, we computed
a Pearson correlation of participants’ response accuracy
and spatial ability scores. As shown in Figure 6, overall,
we find a moderate positive correlation between these
two variables (r ¼ 0.452, N ¼ 37, p < 0.005).
We looked more closely at the data within the two animation display conditions and, as can be seen in Figure 7,
found a stronger relationship between spatial abilities and
participants’ response accuracy with the continuous displays (r ¼ 0.71, N ¼ 19, p < 0.001). The Pearson correlation of the semi-static animations did not show any
significant dependencies between these two variables.

task response time

eye movement measures

We analyzed participants’ task efficiency, considering task
completion time of accurate responses only. We found a

To identify the perceptual and cognitive processes that
supported participants’ decision-making, we systematically
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Figure 6. Correlation of participants’ response accuracy
and spatial abilities scores across ATC expertise (stars for
ATC experts and diamonds for ATC novices).

Figure 8. Average ﬁxation duration of AOIs in continuous
animations, for task-relevant (the two box plots on the
left) and fastest aircraft (the two box plots on the right)
across ATC expertise groups.

Figure 7. Correlation of participants’ response accuracy
and spatial ability scores for the continuous displays (stars
for ATC experts and diamonds for ATC novices).
studied which aircraft participants focused on (i.e., area of
interest, or AOI), for how long (i.e., eye fixation duration), and how frequently (i.e., eye fixation rate) across
ATC expertise and animation design conditions by means
of eye movement analyses. We employ common eye movement metrics for this (Fabrikant and others 2008).

Figure 9. Average ﬁxation rate of AOIs in continuous
animations, for task-relevant (the two box plots on the
left) and fastest aircraft (the two box plots on the right)
across ATC expertise groups.

We chose an I-VT classification algorithm to filter eye
fixations with a minimum fixation duration of 60 ms. We
defined the depicted aircraft as AOIs and systematically
assessed eye fixation durations and eye fixation rate (i.e.,
the number of fixations per AOI and per second) between
the perceptually more salient aircraft (i.e., the fastest aircraft) and the task-relevant aircraft (i.e., the accelerating
aircraft) for each stimulus. As response accuracy among
ATC experts and ATC novices showed a significant difference for continuous animations, we analyzed participants’
eye fixation durations for this design type only. Five of
the 17 participants were not considered in the analysis
because of insufficient quality of their eye movement data.

We can observe a significant difference between the two
ATC expertise groups in fixating task-relevant and perceptually more salient objects. On average, participants
fixated all the aircraft depicted on the continuous animations for 484.82 ms (SD ¼ 119.90). As shown in Figure 8,
ATC experts fixated both task-relevant (M ¼ 573.47 ms,
SD ¼ 78.69) and perceptually more salient aircraft (M ¼
497.15 ms, SD ¼ 57.82) for a significantly longer time
than did ATC novices (task-relevant aircraft: M ¼ 400.95
ms, SD ¼ 128.71; perceptually more salient aircraft: M ¼
471.55 ms, SD ¼ 184.73; F(1,11) ¼ 6.60, p < 0.026).
ATC experts fixated the task-relevant objects for a signifi-
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cantly longer time compared to the average fixation duration (t(12) ¼ 4.07, p < 0.002). In contrast, ATC novices
had significantly shorter fixation durations on the accelerating aircraft compared to the average fixation duration (t(12) ¼ 2.46, p < 0.032).
The average eye fixation rate for all participants and all
aircraft is 0.28 s –1 (SD ¼ 0.04). Overall, ATC experts
(M ¼ 0.29 s –1, SD ¼ 0.02) fixated on aircraft slightly
more frequently compared to ATC novices (M ¼ 0.27 s–1,
SD ¼ 0.05). However, as shown in Figure 9, the taskrelevant aircraft (M ¼ 0.37 s –1, SD ¼ 0.028) were fixated
upon significantly more frequently by ATC experts than
the fastest aircraft (M ¼ 0.32 s –1, SD ¼ 0.04; F(1,5) ¼
8.57, p < 0.033). Conversely, ATC novices fixated on the
fastest aircraft (M ¼ 0.38 s –1, SD ¼ 0.08) significantly
more often than the task-relevant aircraft (M ¼ 0.26 s –1,
SD ¼ 0.11) (F(1,4) ¼ 24.17, p < 0.008). ATC experts
fixated on the task-relevant aircraft more frequently than
ATC novices (F(1,10) ¼ 6.28, p < 0.031).

Discussion
In this empirical study, we investigated how animation
design (i.e., frame rate per second), characteristics of the
depicted objects (i.e., movement dynamics and complexity
of the depicted objects), and user-related factors (i.e., ATC
expertise and spatial skills) might influence visuospatial
information detection with ATC animated displays. Our
results suggest that animation design type, motion cues
of the depicted moving objects, users’ background, and
spatial abilities do indeed influence visuospatial inference
making with animations.
Overall, ATC novices performed the task less accurately
than ATC experts. This difference is more pronounced
for the novel continuous animations than for the semistatic animations. With this design type, response accuracy
and eye fixation measures reveal that ATC novices focused
their attention frequently on the fastest aircraft rather than
on the task-relevant, accelerating aircraft. This finding confirms results of previous studies with continuous animations (Boucheix and Lowe 2010; Fabrikant 2005), in which
participants processed information depicted on complex
visuospatial displays according to perceptually salient
features rather than to thematic relevant information. A
possible explanation might be the perceptibility of a specific moving object (i.e., saliency of figure) in continuous
animations according to its dynamic contrast strengths
with the context in the background (Boucheix and Lowe
2010). In essence, this might be explained by the Gestalt
principle of common fate (Koffka 1935). Elements that
are in contrast with each other on a visual scene (e.g.,
objects moving faster compared to their nearby objects)
are more easily distinguishable from their neighbours
and the static background. As Boucheix and Lowe (2010)
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suggest, ATC novices explored information based on its
perceptual salience with continuous animations because
task-relevant information might be too hard to be correctly perceived, as it requires too much perceptual and
cognitive processing demands. This outcome found a
correspondence with the eye fixation measures between
ATC expertise groups of the continuous animations as
well. In contrast to ATC experts, ATC novices fixated more
frequently upon the fastest aircraft than the accelerating
aircraft. According to previous studies (Holmqvist and
others 2011), a higher eye fixation rate on semantically
informative areas should be indicative of the noticeability
of those areas for a user. In addition, eye fixation durations of experts are generally longer than novices. A possible explanation is that experts process information more
efficiently using a larger visual span due to increasing
skills. Conversely, shorter fixations lead to reduced performance and might be an indicator of higher stress and
cognitive workload (Henderson, Weeks, and Hollingworth
1999; Jacob and Karn 2003). An additional explanation
for this difference between the two ATC expertise groups
might be due to a different motivation in solving the
task. Participants’ answers from the post-test questionnaire
showed that ATC novices, unlike ATC experts, judged the
task not only as difficult, but also as boring. For this reason,
we believe that, as a next step, it would be important and
advantageous to couple these data with psycho-physiologic
metrics to get a deeper insight about the participants’ emotional and cognitive state (i.e., cognitive workload and
motivation), and so to strongly validate our empirical
results.
ATC experts performed accurately (at least 80% correct
responses), regardless of animation design type. Their
familiarity with the semi-static animated displays (due to
training) and with the task allowed them to detect the
accelerating aircraft despite the perceptual salience of
thematically irrelevant information. The only significant
difference that we found with ATC experts across animation designs is the time they took to respond. Not surprisingly, they took longer to respond with the novel continuous animations, as compared to the more familiar
semi-static animations. This is probably due to their unfamiliarity with the continuous animation displays, and
thus they needed more time to process the shown information. With continuous animations, the smooth transitions of the velocity changes of the accelerating aircraft
might be as difficult to be effectively and efficiently perceived as for the ATC novices. Hence, recognition of the
accelerating aircraft also becomes harder for them than
with semi-static animations, and this is reflected in their
response time.
Surprisingly, response accuracy of ATC novices in the
semi-static animation condition did not significantly differ
from that of ATC experts. This might be due to a differ-
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ence in perceptibility of the relative motion patterns across
semi-static and continuous animation conditions. Velocity
changes in the semi-static animations are not directly perceived as were the continuous animations. Participants
had to infer speed differences and accelerations from the
different aircraft shapes (i.e., participants can identify the
fastest-moving aircrafts because of their elongated forms).
That might reduce the dynamic contrast among the displayed aircraft and so prevent the erroneous detection of
the perceptually more salient objects, rather than of the
task-relevant information. Velocity changes in semi-static
animations might be also perceived more effectively compared to continuous animations, because motion changes
are represented as a sequence of discrete steps over time.
This is in line with the event perception theories by Shipley
and Zacks (2008). On one hand, continuous animations
might be better suited for depicting movement data compared to semi-static animations, because continuous movement data are represented and perceived in a realistic
and congruent way. On the other hand, with smooth and
continuous transitions between scenes, it might be more
difficult for users to effectively identify micro-step changes
in aircraft velocity, compared to abruptly refreshing scenes,
because it might require higher perceptual and cognitive
demands on working memory.
Finally, as Newcombe and Frick (2010) suggest, people
can be more successful in a particular academic or professional domain because of their spatial skills. As in the
domain of air traffic control, operator candidates must
possess good spatial skills to enter ATC training school.
Their spatial skills will then probably improve during
ATC training and their everyday job demands. This might
explain the significant difference in spatial abilities across
the two expertise groups in our experiment. However,
even if we found a moderately positive correlation of
participants’ spatial abilities with response accuracy, this
relationship might be relevant for the continuous displays
only. Supposing that continuous animations require higher
processing demands and higher cognitive load compared
to semi-static animations, a higher spatial skill level might
have a positive influence on completing the task effectively. This finding emphasizes the relevance of users’
visuospatial skills and prior training on tested tasks, beyond display design. High spatial skills might be advantageous for people when processing information with novel
(i.e., continuous) and even cognitively demanding animated
displays. Training in a specific domain might help people in
processing complex information and transferring previous
knowledge onto unfamiliar and novel domains, even without significant compromise of task effectiveness.

Summary and Outlook
In this paper, we present results of an empirical study
with animated map displays in an air traffic control (ATC)

context. We investigate the influence of three factors—
i.e., the animation design type (i.e., semi-static and continuous animations), the dynamics and contextual characteristics of the depicted moving objects (i.e., objects with
same or different relative speeds), and user characteristics
(i.e., ATC expertise and visual spatial skills)—on the effectiveness and efficiency of task-relevant visuospatial data
processing with animations. We measured participants’
response accuracy, task completion time, and spatial abilities with a Hidden Pattern Test, including participants’
eye movements. Our results show that task performance
with animations might be significantly influenced by the
three factors identified (i.e., animation design, data, and
user characteristics). Our findings confirm previous studies
suggesting that display design, saliency, and relevance of the
depicted moving objects, and users’ prior knowledge and
visual spatial skills, influence the effectiveness and efficiency
of information processing with animations (Fabrikant
2005; Kriz and Hegarty 2007. Furthermore, we found
that moving objects depicted with continuous animations
are perceived differently compared to those represented
with semi-static animations. Faster objects moving continuously on animated displays are perceived in a more
salient way than those moving abruptly with a screen refresh rate of every four seconds. However, display design
affects ATC novices more than ATC experts. Differences
in familiarity, training, and participants’ spatial skills do
influence the effectiveness and efficiency of moving object
detection with both semi-static and continuous animated
display types.
As a next step, we would like to more deeply analyze the
relationship between task performance and users’ individual and group differences (e.g., cognitive load, motivation, and psycho-physiologic signals) with both animation design types by triangulating recorded eye movement
sequences, electrodermal responses (i.e., galvanic skin conductance responses), and brain activity signals (i.e., EEG
signals) of the participants. For example, we wish to investigate whether low performance of ATC novices could
be due to higher mental workload or perhaps less motivation to solve the task. We also aim to further analyze eye
movement sequences to identify participants’ detection
task strategies. Standard eye sequence analyses are not
suited for our data due to their complexity (Krejtz and
others 2014). A follow-up publication about these additional analyses is in preparation.
Follow-up experiments should be conducted with ATC
experts to further investigate the influence of top-down
processes. Furthermore, the effect of animation design
in critical decision-making situations (e.g., detection and
prediction of movement conflicts between aircraft) would
be interesting. We hypothesize that appropriate visual
variables employed for highlighting task relevant accelerations and transitions between actions and movement
changes, or the inclusion of contextual/causal information
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(e.g., reference landmarks or weather information) in
animated displays, might improve the detection of taskrelevant information (Lowe 2015). Enhanced visualization
design should not only help experts, but also people with
less training and lower visuospatial skills, to effectively
guide their attention to task-relevant objects.
With our user-centred empirical studies, we hope to gain
more insights on how emotional, cognitive, and perceptual processes might affect the effectiveness and efficiency
of spatiotemporal data exploration depicted on dynamic
displays. We further aim to develop sound cartographic
design guidelines to create cognitively inspired and perceptually salient dynamic map displays that support effective and efficient visuospatial exploration of spatiotemporal
phenomena.
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Notes
1. This paper signiﬁcantly extends research presented in Maggi
and Fabrikant (2014a).
2. Flightradar24 at http://www.ﬂightradar24.com/
3. Processing at https://www.processing.org/
4. Smartband at http://www.bodymonitor.de
5. Emotiv EPOC by http://emotiv.com/
6. Tobii TX300 eye tracker at http://www.tobii.com/
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